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Foremrd.

Communication Skills for Career Success is a self instructional guide
designed for college and university students who will soon be entering the
job market. The progran is designA to teach three basic camounication
skills - active listening, assertive'

anmunication-, and conflict resolution
which have been found to be intricately linked with career success.

(11

The three-volume text and acccapanying audio cassette tape provide

instruction, practice exercises,_ and feedback in e' format which allows..

individuals to learn the skills without outside assistance.

The authors wish to thank the Division of
Vocational, Technical, and

Adult Education of the Florida Department of Education for its support of
the project. We appreciate the assistance of the numerous students and
UNF faculty and staff for their critiques of they manuscript:. Special
thanks are due Mr. Clinton Reaves, III, who illustrated the text, and
Mr. Jack Funkhouser, who coordinated the audio taping process.

J.H.L.
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You almost have your college diploma; obtaining that degree has meant

acquiring the knowledge and learning the skills which will "guarantee" your

stepping into a challenging and rewarding career--or so you've thought.

Yet, you've heard or read that the job market is flooded with unemployed

college graduates--it seems that'BAs are a dime dozen. The thought of

working-in-an-area-totally-unrelated to y col.

career aim is both discouraging and fright

experience or to your

How can you find an edge

in. ccopeting for the job you want, thereby making a successful first step in

meetir.g your career goal?

The development of effective interpersonal communication skills is one

answer to that problem. fn numerous studies, interpersonal skills have been

found to be ane of the primary determinants of jobsuccess, Persons with

high levels of suph skills are generally -able to secure desirable jobs,

achieve promotions, and report satisfying career choices.

On the other hand, a lack of interpersonal ccomunication skills has

been found to be the primary cause of job failure. For example, 90% of

failures on the job are due to breakdowns in successful communication; only
10% are due to a lack of specialized knowledge or technical skills. It seems

that the main reason why people have difficulty in obtaining the jobs they

want or in 'being successful in the job they have is that they have problems

in getting along with--AND COICONICATING WITH- -other peoplel _ Getting along

well with others at work very often depends upon an accurate understanding

of the emotions which accompany the words in the conmmication_exchange be-

tween ourselves and the people with wham we work.



The goal of this program is to help you to improve your effective.:

ness in getting along and cormiunicating with others in the world of work,
thereby helping you obtain and become successful in a job which is appro-
priate to your training, experience, and career aims. To meet this goal,
this program is designed to assist you in developing your ability to under-

_ _stand the-feelings-that
may a7ccampany the words of those with Whom you work,

_as well as to assist
_you-in-improVing your ability to express your own feel-

ings effectively to others. In order to help you improve your abilities in
these colitounication areas, this program will introduce you to, and provide
you with opportunities

to practice, the skills of active listening, assertive
communication, and conflict resolution. By learning the importance of these
skills in the vorld of work, and by becoming increasingly proficient in
your use of them, you will greatly enhance

your opportunities for success
in meeting your career goals.

Instruction for the use of this. text:

_This ais programmed text. You will11 be presented with different kinds
of informational and conversational material and then will be asked questions
about what you have read. Once you have selected an answer to a question,

turn to the page indicated after your answer. If you select the correct
answer, you will be presented with new material to learn and, in uost cases,
a new question and a new set of answers from which to choose. If you select
an incorrect answer to the review questions, you will be asked to return to
the question to try a better answer. You will quickly notice as you read
this programmed text that you will be asked to skip around somewhat from page



to page. So that you uill read the material presented in this program in

its proper sequence, pay close attention to the instructions that will be

printed on, each page of the program.

Following each separate bodk there will be several practice exercises

contained on an audio cassette that accompanies this program. These exercises

are designed to further help you develop a particulai skill covered by the

book. instructions for the use of: the tape will be provided at the end of

each book, as well as on the cassette'tape itself.

Haw turn to page 1 of this program to begin learning about the importance of

effective interpersonal communication skills in the world of work.



Book I:

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

ACITVE LISTENING



*s.

Perhaps one way to contribute, to your understanding of thas importance

of interperscnal communication skills in the world of work is to illustrate

how a lack of these skills can lead to a breakdown in the relationships you

have with those at work. in the following scenario two coworkers, George

and Susan, will demonstrate several different examples of ineffective

camonication.. As you read the scenario, try to identify the obstacles to

effective ccmmunica.tion between Susan and George, as well as the major

factors leading to the breakdown in their working relationship, and the

resultant ill feelings between the two coworkers.

The Scenario

George and Susan were employed by their company as management trainees

eight months ago; their company's training program provides for their spend-

ing six months in a supervisory capacity in each of the four major company

divisions. At the end of two years, following their rotation among the

four divisions, George mid Susan will be selected for permanent management

positions, depending largely upon their performance during the training pro-

gram rotation. Currently, Susan is working with the Design Division, and Q
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George is in Production.

As the scenario begins, George is sitting behind his desk studying

drawings pubmitted by the Design staff, proposing changes in product specifi-

cations. Just last week George ordered his shop 'foreman to change the

machinery setup and he isn't pleased by the, prospects of ordering another

change. At this point Susan walks into his office...

Susan: George, I think maybe we have a problem. I've heard same rumors

that Production isn't too happy with our new design...I wanted

to check that out with youwhat's 'the story?

George: (leaning back in his putting his arms behind his head and

yawning): Oh, it's ou again...Susan, you'll have to speak

louder so I can hear you over those machines--what did you say?

Susan: (speaking louder now): I SAID, when is Production going to change

over to our new designs?

George: (with some irritation in his voice): Look, Susan, we just changed

our setup last week. We can't go around making changes every

day just because you have some other bright idea. This is the

third change you've asked for since we.rotated divisions two

months ago. What's going on? What are you trying to do to me,

anyway?

Susan: (sitting down opposite George's desk, somewhat impatiently): There

are a lot of creative, dedicated people in Design - -you know that- -

you worked there for your first six months. Anyway, they feel

0



like no one listens to their ideas...and I think that they have

a lot of goCa ales, too...it's been a long time since anyone paid

any attenion to themor stood up for them. I'm afLad that

they' re, becoming less motivated now, and it's becoming a very

real problem for re. Look, I'm just trying to help the canpany

and make these people-feel like they're contributing, too.

George: (with sarcasm): Yeah---sounds like you're being a mother hen to

me-- trying to win a popularity contest, or something. I've got a

lot of problems, Anyway, those Design people ALWAYS have

bright ideas. They just don't know what goes on in the REAL

WORLDthe practical side of the companyPRODUCTION! They.

think all WE have to do is change our machinery around whenever

they get anew idea- -at the drop of a hat. You should tell them

to be more practical; you had any experience in produc-

ticnjust Sales and a little Design--you should wait until you

get where I am before you go spouting off about all these changes!!

Susan: (obviously upset, but trying to Control her anger): George, it

seems to re-that we're_having a problen communicating...

i

(Phone rings very loudly, interrupting. Susan)

George: Just a second, let me answer this (pidks'up,the phone, but still

glaring at. Susan) Yes, what is it? What? Yes sir, I'll get

right on it - -it won't-happen

Susan:- George, I'm feeling uncomfortable talking with you...I get the

11



feeling that you thinkTae're competingsometimes...or something. :.

but maybe if we talked things out.-.

George: That was my boss -says that we FL-Alm-Ts-foul-up on Line 4 --what are

those, guys trying to do to me,'anyway?' 'What did you say?

Susan: (with resignation): Never mind.. .you, just don't understand..:there

doesn't seen to be any point in discussing it.

George:I (getting up from his chair and looking down at Susan): Hey, Susan,

I !Know that you're trying to U161144: those people in Design feel

good--and I think that's terrific--hut, look, you'reawoman,

and you probably don't know a thing about machines. If you did, t

1

you'd realize how impossible these new drawings are--they just

won't workso you'll just have to forget then and go back to the

old drawing board (chuckling).

Susan: (standing, with fists clenched tightly): You make me so angry!

You're completely ignoring me--you're not listening at all! Those

drawings are good, and you know it, and you should put them into.

production. You would if youknew what you were doing!

George: (in a very loud voice): Don't YOU tell me what tCdol Who do you

think you are anyway?! I SAID, forget about those designs (thrust-

ing them back at her).

Susan: OKAY, all right, I'll just have to get Mr. Jones to persuade you...

George: All right! If that's how you feel, I'll get Mr. Smith to settle it!

12



When! Have You ever had an-everience 'like that? Do you think such

occurrences are canmon? How did you feel as you read the conversation

between Susan and George? Haw WDuld you have felt had you been in Susan's

shoes? In. George's? Take a few,moments to answer these questions to

yotniself before going on with the program. When you have considered your

answers to these questions, turn to page 6.

r.



Very clearly, -trking relationship between George and Susan has

suffered as a riesult of their-conversation, and ill feelings probably exist

between them./ Additionally, now \their bosses will have/to spend fhPiv time

to 'resolve the conflict between. George and Susan, a situation which might have

been avoided.

Take a moment no to identify what you think was the major factor lead- .

ing to the problem between George and Susan. Four possible answers are listed

.
below; choose the answer you think is best and turn to the page indicated.

/

A. George/was the major obstacle: he was gruff, defensive, and

narrow-minded. Turn to the top of page 7.
/

B. Susan was the major obstacle: she seemed aware of what was

haptening between George and herself, but she was unable or un-

willing to do anything about it. Turn to' the bottcm of page 7.

C. The situation was ,the major obstacle: the competitive nature

Of the company's training program made ill feelings between

George and Susan very likely. Turn to the top of .page 8.

D. All of the factors listed above,inhibited effective ccomunica-
,

tion between George and Susan; their inability to comunicate

effectivgly with each other was the major factor in the crea-

tion of the problem which now a fists between them. Turn to the

amof page 8.
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.

A. You're partially correct. George did seem wrapped up in his otel world

and appeared disinterested in what Susan was trying to commnicate. He

seemed to let his own problems, his feelings of competition in the training

program with Susan,' and bis stereotypic view of woman get in his way of listen-
,,

ing to Susan and of expressingfhis own concerns and doubts. Although it is

true that George might not have been fully aware of all of these things, his

predispositions and biases were major factors in the communications breakdown

between him and Susan. However, there are other, major factors which contri-

buted to the problem. Go back to the question on page 6 and try another

alas e r. .

B. Youre partially correct. Susan seemed to have some fairly effective

ccamunication'skills, but she became sidetracked by the heat of the argument

with George. So, while Susan seemed to have the skills to avoid such a prob-

lem, she'eidher forgot or ignored them. Howtnier, there are other fa?tors

which,contributed to the problem between Susan and George. Go back/to the

questiOn on page 6 and try another answer.



C. You are very perceptive in realizing that the Competitive nature of

George an4 Susan's training program-might_have made negative feelings between

them possible. In their concern with accomplishment and recognition for their

work they might have viewed their relationship as one based on competition.

This, in turn, could have made ill feelings 'between them more likely. How-

ever, this is not the-Whole at/ary. Go back to the question on page 6 and

try another answer.

D. ,Right you are! The prd% between George and Susan was not the fault

of their personalities, nor was it solely the result of a highly competitive

situation. The problem occurred because George and Susan weren't able to

recognize their feelings or to communicate these feelings to each other.

As long as a cormanication breakdown exists between George and Susan, they

are not very likely to get anywhere in mutually solving their problem. ' Vbat's

wore, not only will George and Susan have greater difficulty in canntmicating

burden.with each other inthe future, but now their bosses have an additi

George and Susan's inability to commUnicate effectively may even their

chances for promotion in jeopardy!

Now turn to page 9.
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Now that you have observed the importance of corminication in avoiding

problems (like the one that George, Susan, and their bosses mist now resolve),

let's turn our focus to the general commnications process. Comunication
may be defined as the interplay of thoughts, feelings and behaviors between

two or more people. When people are in contact, carmunication always occurs,
whether or"not they are actually talking, and possibly even independently of

what they may actually be saying. As 'someone once said, we .cannot NOT

camaynic.ate

For'example, Susan told George that she was trying to motivate some of

her personnel, but that she was having a,problem. George responded by saying

to heF, "Yeah., sounds like You're being a mother hen to me--trying to win a

PoP ity contest, or something." That's what he said, but he seems to be

carrmnicating to Susan a negative evaluation of her, impatience, 'irritation,

angei, or perhaps even defensiveness at her'wanting to stick up for her

personnel.- The point is that George's words seem to contradict his meaning--

and since he doesn't express himself clearly? we (and Susan) don't really know

what he is coranunicating. Similarly, later in their conversation, Susan

said to George,_:'Never mind, there doesn't seem to be any point in discussing

it!" Those are her wards, but she may be, in fact, ccaraunicating exasperation

or anger at George's making no effort to listen to or understand her problem.

Turn now to page 10.
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Let's stop for a moment to review this wry important and fundamental

principle of communication. Using these two excerpts fxcm the conversation

between George and 'Susan as examples, answer "true" or "false" to the state-'

went printed below, and then turn to the page indicated by your answer.

People are always coargunicating with each other, and the

meanings of those communications may or may not always be

consistent with what they are actually "saying."

True .turn to page 11.

False turn to -page 12.
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True. Correct! You have a good understanding of the principle that

commie' ation will always. take place between you and your coworkers, whether

or not You or they are actually talking, and sometimes quite independently

of the words, that you acid they may use In the situation between George

and Susan, their in to accurately understand the meanings of the

other's coamunication which are often quite inconsistent with their words,

has led to a breakdcran in their coamunication

Turn now to page 13 for a closer look, at the influence which carmunicaVion

plays in your working relationships.
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FaLse. No, this answer is incorrect. ,.You will learn from all of the
sections of this program that people cormunicate with each other in a
variety of ways. The words that are used may not always be consistent

with,the meaning of the communication; in fact, what we say may even

contradict what we mean.. For now, go back to the question on page 10 and

try the other answer.
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Communication between people is either effective or it is ineffective;

there is no neutral-ground. Comunication is often ineffective when it

ignores the subtle emotional component. Communication which is effective

takes into account all aspects of ways human beings communicate with each

other.

Developing your communication skills can lead to four positive

Olaracteristics of the working relationships among you and your coworkers,

you and your supervisors, or you and your customers. These el:!:

/
AL./ mutual understandings of information, feelings, and problems

among ou and those with whom you work.

B. a high degree of trust in your working. relationships with

others.

. /
C. a high degree of openness in your working relationships

with others.

,

D. a greater ease in resolving conflicts.

George/and Susan demonstrated ineffectiveness in communication in

several areas which, as a. result, led to a breakdown in their working

relationship. Take.a moment to see if you can identify the four negative

characteristics, of their working relationship that resulted in their in-

ability to communicate effectively. Then turn to "page 14 to compare your

answers with ours.
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The following four negative characteristics of the working relationship

between George and Susan now exist as a result of their inability to communi-

cate effectively with each other.

A. There exists 1,3tb.misinformatian of each other's particular

problem as well as a misunderstanding of the feelings each

has in their respective situations.

. George and Susan are now likely to feel a degree of mistrust

for ehe- other.

C. Their relationship may now be described as closed and inhibited.

D. They are now in a situation which is likely to generate more

conflict between them.

Now turn to page 15.

22



As we grow up, learn to talk, and increase our vocabulary, many of us

take for granted the ccmunication between ourselves and others. Very often

we ignore the process of carmunication, or, "worse, assume thdt words alone are

comrouni-caticm. For example, it appears that both Susan and George have pro-

blems in their respective divisions. Susan is pretty clear in explaining

her concerns about motivating the Design personnel. It seems that George has

problems, too (making extra changes in the machinery setup amidst grtmbling

personnel and possibly feeling that he may be "losing" in his competition

with Susan). He even says, "I've got problems, too." But doers George ever

really comunicate his problems to Susan? Choose between the two answers

printed below the one you think best answers this question, and theniturn to

the page indicated. _

A. Yes, he does. Turn to page 16.

B. No, he never does. Turn to page 17.

23
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\A. You answered that George did communicate his problems to Susan.

While his words do indicate that he has problems and while he does

act as though he has them, he never clearly ccumuniCates his concerns

to Susan. Go back to page 15, read the question again, and try the

other answer.
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B. You answered that George never does coammicmdualtis problems to Susan--

and right you are! Waile his words,do indicate that he does have problems

and while he does act as though be has them, be does not clearly communicate

them to Susan. He might Ire said, for example, "Susan, it takes a lot of

manhours to change our machinery setups. My personhel are still grumbling

about last week's dhange. Isn't it possible for us to work together more

closely to coordinate your divisidn's ideas for changes and my division's

ability to implement them?" Or, to more clearly comMunicate his problems

George might have said, "I'm disappointed with the work I did in Design a

few months ago---and I'm feeling a little discouraged in this division, too.

I really want to do well, and I know that I'm feeling defensive with you

right now..."

Very clearly, words alone don't always effectively communicate our

thoughts or feelings; our words sometimes may even contradict or obscure what

we're really caamunicating to another in other ways. Effective communication,

then, is a skill; and just like all skills, effective communication can be

learned.

The remainder of this program 1.113 divided into three, sections: active

listening, assertive transactions, and conflict resolution. Each section is

designed to help you learn and practice a specific set of communication skills

appropriate to your training and 'career aims.

Now please turn to page 18.

25
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The section on active listening, Book I, will focus On receiving
coununitation effectively so that Jou can convey to the other perscn, "I
really. do understand your message; I acknowledge and accept your message
(though I may not agree with it)". Active listening requires tsingAnore

than your ears; it involves your-using all of your senses, your experience,
and your understanding of the here- and -now situation.'

The section on assertive communicationl Book. II, will focus on ur

sending communication effectively so that you can_assure yourself, "I did

get my own meanings across without confusing or udsrepresenting them"

Assertiveness involves assuming responsibility for the communication of

your own meanings rather than attributing ownership, or responsibility, for

them, to the other person.

The final, section of this program will address effective conflict

resolution skills in a work environment In Book III you will learn that
,even when effective ccornunicaticn is the rule rather than the exception in

working relationships, conflicts will arise. This section of the program

will assist you in developing conflict resolution skills which Will encourage

a WIN-WIN outcome for the participants in the conflict, rather than a W1N-LOSE

or 'a LOSE- LOSE' outcome.

Now; please turn to the section on Active Listening, beginning on page 19,

to learn about the practice effective cammication in the world of work.

Good luck!

27
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You have seen that comunication is more than merely an exchange

information between two or more persons. People ccamunicate with one another

to convey and reinforce their feelings about themselves and each other, as

well as to share and to seek help in resolving a problem that they may have.

It makes sense, then, that conmunication is effective and meaningful only if

the pexsons who are trying to ccmminicate are able to receive the other person's

messages-accurately. And only by LISTENING EFFECTIVELY can we be certain that

we are best receiving another person's communication.

Listening skills are a crucial aspect of communication Several social

scientists have determined that 7a el our daily waking activities are spent

ix some form of opmnunin with other people. Of that time, we devote

over 40% to listening and 30% to talking; the remainder is divided between

reading and writing. In spite of all that practice, listening. is the area of

comminication in which people have the most difficulty. Part of this diffi-

culty stems from the fact that many of us either don' t pay: much attention to

our listening skills or do not know when it is appropriate to listen;_ many

of us do not even understand fully just exactly, what listening is or how to

do' it 1 One of our goals for this section of the program. is . to help you learn

what effective listening is, when it is appropriate to use the skills which

you will learn, and haw to apply them to your job situation.

Now turn to page 20.

29
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Stop for a manent now and think about your past experiences at work.

en w the last time you felt that someone at your job really listened?

Itat was it like for you then to feel BEARD, ACCEPTED, AND UNDERSTOOD? What

do you feel like when your co-workers or your boss don't seem to be really

listening to you?

please go an to page 21 now to find out how your experiences,

perceptions, and feelings compare with those that other people have.

30
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Since many of us assume that listening mans "not talking" and that

listening skills develop automatically and therefore may be taken for

granted, most people report that a long time has passed since they felt

that someone at TATork really listened to them. When someone does pay atten-

tion, acknowledges and understands that has been communicatedwhen samone

actually LISTENSmost people find comfort in the experience. Most people

have a need to be heard and understood by another.

The need to have someone listen to us--to accept and understand us--is

partimilarly important when we have a problem. If this need is not filled,

we often feel a distrubing sense of being alone or isolated from others.

This is a very important point: wherever we work and whatever our job may

be, we will be in contact with people who are experiencing problems. -These

problems may be temporary or they may be long standing. They may range

fran a minor annoyance to situations which affect the jobs of many people.

The person with the problem may-be ourself , our immediate supervisor, our

co-worker, or a customer. Incother words, .in job situaticn, every

person experiences problems at one time or another.

Please turn now to page 22.

32
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Let's stop at this point and assess your understanding of the material

presented so far. Answer "true" or "false" to the following question:

In a normal working situation, the only people who will

experience problems are those who are weak, incompetent,

or emotionally maladjusted.

True turn to page 23.

False turn to page 24.
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True. It is .true that some people who experience problems on the job are
weak, or incompetent, or emotionally maladjusted--or all these!! However,

mast people do not fit into Eny o these categories, .yet all of us have

problem at one time or another. We have--or "own"--a problem if we are

unible to complete an assignment to our satisfaction, c4: if we are angry

at c-ctrebne else's sloppy work, or if we feel hurt that we were passed over

a proirotion. You can probably think of many different kinds of problems
-that people experience as normal occurrences in their work. Having--or
"owning"--a problem is not "bad", it is a natural, even expected, part of

all of our lives.

Turn back to the question on page 22 and try the other answer.

-

34
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False Right you arell You have quickly grasped the idea that havingor

"owning"--problems is not restricted to certain people. All of us experience

problems as a natural occurrence in our lives, whether on the job or not.

You may be wondering what "problems" have to do with "effective

listening." Turn to page 25 and find out11
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You have demonstrated an understanding that all of us experience prob-

lems of one kind or another as a natural occurrence in our job experiences.

It is equally important for you to realize that when most people.haNe prob-

lems they find someone to talk to. 'Why? Because they want someone to share

their problem, they want to feel accepted and understood while they are ex-
/

periencing problems, and they need someone to help them work through their

problems by =MOM

An effective listener is a great asset in any/work situation. Research

has shown that people who are perceived as good listeners are also seen as

competent, intelligent, dependable, personable, fair, and trustworthy! Among

these characteristics are some which you will undoubtedly wish to acquire as

you enter the.job market and strive for success.

The development of effective listening skills has an added bonus--you

can be truly helpful to other people! %ether or not you are planning to

enter a "helping profession" or are planning to seek a career in government,

business, or industry, helping others brings great personal rewards to most

people. Helping your co-workers to feel less isolated and more understood

when they are bothered with a problem is likely to result in your feeling

very good about yourself. Therefore,:you can accomplish all of this--gen -

uinely helping others, feeling good bout yourself, and earning the respect

of your bosses, co-workers, and customers- -by the development of just one

skill: listening!

;Now please turn to page 26...
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Before we go on, try your hand at a review question covering the

material presented to this point. Choose from among the answers printed

below the one which youlthink best answers the following question, and

then turn Y.., ',la page indicated by your answer.

If I can become a good listener, my boss -will probably think:

A. that I'm a pretty sharp person. Turn to the top of page 27.

B. that I listen because I have very little to say. Turn to

the bottom of page 27.

that I'm in the wrong occupation since I'm trying to be the

office psychiatrist instead of doing what I was hired to do.

Turn to page 28.
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A. Very good! He or she probably will think you are a pretty sharp person!

The ability to listen effectively is a skill greatly valued by all those who'

are heard. Tames more, people who are good listeners are not only perceived

by their supervisors as being sharp--they ARE sharp!. Valen yoU develop your

listening skills, you became much more in tune with the people around you.

You will be able to gain insights into how peopla are really thinking and

feeling, what motivates them, and haw decisions are made--characteristics

which most supervisors value very highly! These abilities will clearly carry

you a long way in the world of work. Please turn now to page 29.

B. So you believe that your boss may think that you listen only because you

have nothing to say? That is doubtful for two reasons. First, as we mention-

ed, research has shown that good listeners are seen by their bosses and co-

workers as intelligent, competent, fair, trustworthy, and dependablecharacter-

istics which are very clearly associated with job success.. It's hard to imagine

a person who has nothing to say possessing all of these dynamic qualities!

Second, as you will see later in this section of the program, effective listen-

ing means much more than "not talking." If your boss views you as a good

listener, he or she will undoubtedly value that skill very highly. Now turn

back to the question on page 26 and` try another answer.
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C. So you think that your boss might won041

doing in advertising (or banking or insurance or whatever) when your real

talents seem more suited to social work (or counseling, or uurtiin8, or

whatever). Maybe but doubtful. Becoming an effective listener does

not mean turning into an office psychiatrist for everyone at work who has

a problem. Remember that research has shown that good listeners are per-

ceived as competent, intelligent, dependable, trustworthy, and personable.

These characteristics seem more identified with a success-oriented pro-

fessional than with a bleeding heart! If you develop your listening skills,

have no fear about your boss thinking that you should change careers. The

only job change your boss is likely to consider for you will be a promotion!!

Now turn back to page 26 and consider another answer for the question.

3 3
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Now that you have a good grasp of the importance of effective

listening skills in the world of work, let's turn to the task of develop-

ing your listening skills. Perhaps the best place to start is to examine

five comma approaches to listening which we all use at one time or

another. Each of these approaches is listed on page 30 with a'brief

explanation and description of the approach. Read each description care-

fully. Try to identify the approach or approaches that you normally

employ when you listen to others at work. Additionally, as you study

each of the approaches listed, make a mental note of what impact that

approach is likely to have on the person to whom you are listening. In

your datermination of the overall effectiveness of each approadh, ask

yourself this question: "Does this approach to listening communicate

to the other person that I am acknowledging his or her message and

understanding what he or she is communicating?"

Now .turn to page 30 for the descriptions of these five common approaches

to listening.
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1. Often when someone cones to me with a problem I orient my listening
to giving that person advice, suggestions, or solutions. As I listen I try
to think up ways in which the person can solve the problem; tb_en I try to

convince him or her to do what I thought of by saying things like, "Maybe.

you should try..." or, "if I were in your shoes I would..."

2.. Sometimes when someone canes to me with a problon I orient my listening
to .giving him or her support or reassurance. I may be thinking, -rIhisperson

really has problems...r 11 try to make him or her feel better..." Many times,

in order to offer support, I find myself saying to the other person things

like; "Things may be bad now, but they'll get better..." or, "I've had that

problem, too..."

3. I often find myself asking,a lot of questions of persons coming to ne

with problems. In my quest for information about their problem, my listeding
usually takes the form of "who, what, where, when, and why" kinds of questions.

4. Sometimes I adopt a listening approach to another person who has a pro-
blem by offering either positive or negative evaluations and judgcsa. ents. For

,_,--
example,--Ithitk to myse even say to the other person, "You're not

thinking straight...". or, "you're too smart to have a problem like this..."

5. Sometimes I feel that if I can offer a person with a problem logical and
rational arguments, then he or she will see more clearly and solve the problem

So while the person is talking, I spend my spare thOugh.t time by thinking up

comebacks. My response usually takes the form of something like, "The facto'

are these, here's why. you're wrong..."

Now turn to page 31 for a closer look at these car= approaches to listening.
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Although there are obviously tiws when each of these traditional
approaches to listenit:-.;:= ray be appropriate or effective, none of them
usually carrnunicates the other person that he or she has been acknowl-
edged, understood, or really listened to by you. That is, if you use one
or more of these traditional approaches as a general procedure th. others
at work who care to you to discuss a problem, then your "list habits"
are likely to detract from your being an effective listener for
co-workers.

To help you understand why this is. so, we will provide you with a
more detailed look at each of these traditional approaches to listening
and the effect each of them is likely to have on the other, person. The

first cornea aoproach, giving advice or sumestione, is examined on the
ri.,...act page.
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1. Giving advice,. suggesticns, or solutions to other people ho have problems

can be an ineffective listening_ approach for at least thre reasons. Firat, your

advice may be premature. Upon how much accurate informs ion is your advice based?

How much information are you or the other person laying? The problems most

people have often involve various other people,
I

situa tions, and experiences:)
giving advice or solutions based/upon information from just, one of these)

pects of a problem is likely 7O' be ineffective and may even detract frcci the

person's caning up with the noest solution to his or her problem. Second, your

advice comes from frine of reference- -your point of viewi--NOT frcmi the

/' , I

point of view of the person who is actually living with the problem. Clearly,

Ino matter how well you think that yOu may-la-1w your co-worker, advice or solu-

tions. coming from you may often.not--"fit" the other Perscn° s point of VIieW--and

probably will not be an effective way for him 4 her to resolve the problem.

Finally, if the other personi blindly accepts your advice he or she may miss an

opportunity to resolve his or her own problem and, as a result, not improve pro-

blem-solving skills for future difficulties. Ironically, many people caw to us

' asking for advice when what they really want is a listener. A good listener

knows that acknowledgement, acceptance, and understanding create the conditions

in which another .person can solve his or her awn problem, which in turn, _affords

him or her an opportunity to became stronger in the problem-solving process.

The conversation between George and Susan in the previous chapter is a

good example of this approach to listening. When George told Susan that she

should become more practical and learn more about production to solve her pro-

blem, she became quite angry at George's lack of. listening effort.

Now turn to page 33 for an examination of another traditional approach to

listening: giving support.
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2. You may have thought that since we have identified a basic need in

all people to be accepted and understood when problems arise, the offering
of support and reassurance would be an effective approach to listening.

While it is true that people who have problems need the support from others

to feel less alone, it is also true that if only support is' offered, then

very little Will be accomplished_in the way of the problem-solving process.

That is, support by itself--without attempts to UNDERSTAND-- sometimes is

very ineffective as an approach to listening. For example, offering support

without attempts at understanding
can possibly communicate to the other

person, "I ma uncomfortable with your having a problem, too; I want you to

change from feeling badly to feeling well; therefore, support you so

you won't feel so badly--and so I won' t, either." Although your co-worker

may genuinelyneed and feel comfort in your support, he or she needs to be

understood in tifficult circumstances even more. Your offering only

support or reassurance that "things aren't as bad as they seem' will likely

contribute to a feeling that you are NOT understanding, since, for the

other person things may seem very, wry bad indeed.

turn to page 34 for our examination of the third traditional approach to

listening: asking repeated questions.
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3. Asking gvesiots, such as "Who, What, where, when, and why" may be

helpful in obtaining important information about the other person's proms

blew, but suchgestiros tend to distract the other from resolving his

or her difficulties. Questions tend to be subtractive to communicatilma,

especially closed questions which can be answered with only a "yes" or a

"no". That is, once a question is answered that part of the communication

is over; usually appther question is required to get the conversation

going again. This can easily result in a choppy, one-way, and short -lived

dialogue. These kinds of communications very rarely allow your co-workers

an opportunity to s,xolore their feelings and their problems. Later in this

programme will e^rfw you ways to help your co-workers accomplish just that

without peppering them with questions. There is, houwer, another danger

in the traditional listening approach of questioning: questions may convey

a listener attitude such as "once we have this information, we'll have the

solution to your problem." If your co-worker feels as though you are putting

him or her on awdtness stand in order to came up with such automatic solu-

tions which he or she was too blind to see, then that co-worker is likely

to become resentful.

Now turn to page 35 for an examination .of the fourth traditional approach

to listening: giving evaluations.
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4. Making evaluations, especially negati ones, may clearly put the other

person on the defensive, resulting in .a clos g a carmunicaticn. Remember

that the co-worker -.,711C) has care to talk with y probably needs to feel

accepted and understood. Your judging his or her eelings or situation is

likely to convey neither acceptance nor understan Once again, the con-

versation between George and Susan which appeared in previous section-

illustrates this point. George's evaluation of Susan's of understand-

ing of Production (because she is a wanan) contributed s a icantly to her

anger with George for not trying to listen to her.

Even positive evaluations fall, short of really helping the other person

solve problems by carmunicating with you. Positive judgments very often

result in the other person's thinking, "He's just saying that-41P doesn't

really understand."

Now turn to page 36 for an examination of the fifth traditional approach

to listening: offering logical arguments.
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5.- Logical arguments which carmunicate disagreement with your co-worker's

perceptions of feelings about the problem, whether offered ealmly or heatedly,

very likely can provoke more arguments, risking a breakdaka in ccamonication.

A person takes a risk in sharing a problem with us. If we point out where

his or her thinking is inaccurate or illogical, not only have we NOT accepted

or understood the situation, but, in a sense, we have also pointed out a

second weakness--that he or she is even now thinking illogically. Usually,

our co-worker will become defensive, resulting in either suppresshag or

forgetting his or her original feelings about the problem. In other words,

in our attempts at argument, rebuttal, and persuasion, we inhibit or'break

down the acceptance and the understanding which is necessary in order to

mutually resolve problems.

Turn now to page 37 for a review of the material presented so far.
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We have presented much material about traditional approaches to

listening; before we continue with the program, it maybe helpful for

you to try a review question. Choose from among the statements below

the one you think best answers the following question, and then turn to

the page indicated by your answer.

Why are each of the five traditional approaches to listening

. generally ineffective in helping a co-worker with a problem?

A. None of these approaches, if used exclusively is likely to

;')
to communicate to the co-worker both acceptance and under-

standing. Turn to the top of page 38.

B.. None of the-approaches really encourages meaningful communica-

tion; in a 'sense, each is subtractive, rather than being

additive, ofa builder of communication. Turn to the bottom

of page 38.

C. Both of the above answers are correct,- Turn to .the top of

page 39...
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A. You are partially carract. As a general rule, none of these approaches

to listening really commuicates both. acceptance' and understanding, although

each of them may be appropriate in a particular situation. In fact, often-

times these approadhes ccomunicate the very opposite of acceptance and

understanding. There is another very important point involved in the ques-

tion, however. Go back to page 37 and try another answer.

B. You are perceptive to realize that none of the five traditional approaches,

to listening really encourages the co-worker to meaningfully explore his or her

feelings about the problem. In fact, these approaches generally tend to de-

tract from such encouragement of more and meaningful ccmmuication.

But you missed an important point in the question; turn back to page 37 and

try another answer.
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C. Very good! You have grasped the idea that none of these five traditional
,

approaches to listening generally ccmnunicates the listener's acceptance or

understandall,g, nor do they encourage further communication. at more meaningful

levels. We are 1,13T saying that you should never give suggestions or support,

ask questions, or offer judgments or arguments. We ARE saying, however,

that none of these approaches communicates to another person that you are

really `4.1stening!

You may be wondering 'at this' point how you, an ambitious, career-

oriented person can ever abandon these five approaches and spend your days

in silence as an effective listener; Relax: you won't have to give up

your gift of gab. Contrary to what many people think, effective listening

is usually not a passive process. Quite the opposite, effective listening

is a very active process, requiring you to be constantly observing, think-
ing, and (.isually) responding--abilities that are clearly well-suited for

a rising executive. Therefore, by listening actively not only will you better

understand your co-workers, bosses, and customers, and be in a position to

genuinely help them as well, but you will also communicate your accePtance

and understanding so as to encourage more meaningful oxiouni-cation in your

working relationships with them.

Want to find out more about this, tdracle which "active listening" achieves?

Turn to page 40 .



Active listening is a.nun-judgmental attempt on one person's part to

help another person explore a problem. To listen actively one must not

yield to the impulse to console, explain, give directions, or argue. Active

listening means not only listening to another person's words, but also

using all of your senses and skills to listca to that person's entire

message, based on yourTerceptions of his or her thoughts, feelings, be-

haviors, and the situation in which be or she is involved.

Active listening is composed of two interrelated skills: attending

and-empathic responding. Attending skills put you in a position where you

may listen actively; they are a set of nonverbal skills which, in a sense,

set the stage for you to really pay attention to what the other person is

communicating, Attending skills also communicate nonverbally to the other

person that you ARE indeed accepting, understandingLISTENING! EMpathic

responding skills allow you, the active listener, to communicate to the

other person that you are acknowledging and understanding him.or her, as well

as to encourage the other person to build upon the caraunication inbean-

ingful, problem-solving ways.

The remainder of this section of the program will expose you to the

skills of attending and empathic responding as well as giving you practice

exercises in each of these areas.

Turn now to page 41.
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Here is a test of your understanding of the skills of active listen-

ing that yoUhave gained so far. Remember that your attending skills put

you in a position where you,may pay close attention to all of the messages

the other person is sending. Your empathic responding skills involve your

ccumunicating to the other person that you acknowledge and understand the

messages he or she is sending. Examine the events described below and try

to identify each activity as either attending or empathic responding, and

then turn to the next page to see how well you understand this basic

difference between these active listening skills.

A. Joan observes Bob's clenched fists and tight jaw in their

conversation and realizes that he is angryi even though his,

words express calm (attending .or empathic-responding?).

R. Mary says to her co-worker, "Tom, you seem to be discouraged

because you thought that you did your best on the report, but

your boss found a lot of thingswrong with it" (attending or

empathic responding?).

C. Bill says to Alice, Veil, things are bound to turn out all

right next week" .(attending or empathic responding?).

No& turn to page 42 to compare your answers with ours. \\
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A. Joan is demowtrating her attending skills by observing Bob's subtle,

nonverbal ccommication.. She is picking up on the clues Bob is giving her,

as well as identifying the feelings he is indirectly expressing about his

problem. Joan would not have identified this subtle clue if she were not

attending .... she may have been diverted by his calm words.

B. Mary is demcnstrating the skill of empathic resoota by communicat-

ing to Tan that she understands his feelings of dis' couragement about-the

report. Tom is likely to feel understood by Mary and may now feel encouraged

to explore his feelings even further.

C. Did Vie catch you?? Bill is NOT deirmstrating any active Listf-7,...f,..g

skills; instead he is trying to offer Alice reassurance. You ...hat

sympathy (as illustrated by this example) is quite different from empathy

(illustrated in "FP above) . Alice might feel somewhat =forted by Bill's

sympathy, but she is not very likely to feel understood by him.
I \

Now turn to page 43 for a closer look at the skills of attending.
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Attending skills allow us to accomplish two things in our active listen-

ing to another. First, they place us in a position where we can listen

actively. By employMg effective attending skills we make ourselves more

aware of all the messages another person is sending in his or her comunica-

tion. Second, our attending to another communicates nonverbally that um

are open, accepting, and really tryi=ng to listen. And we can accomplish all

ofthis without even saying a word!

Sounds-pretty ensy? Well, it isn't difficult, but it may take same

practice, especially if it is necessary for you to correct some long-standing

listening habits. We all know people who never seem to give us their full

attention. While we are talking they may fidget, walk around the roam, glance

at the clock, or take notes. When someone is not effectively attending to us

we cdten feel as though they're not interested in our problem - -or in us! You

will remember fram the previous chapter the conversation between George and

Susan hthz Susan felt as a result of George's not paying attention to her.

ghe was exasperated and angry at his refusal or, inabilityto listen to 'her.

George might have been able to tell her precisely what words she had spoken,

but, very clearly, be was not really listening to her! Even if the other

person may insist that he or she "heard every word we said--and can rewat

it back to us exactly as we said it" we continue to feel uncomfortable, dis-

tracted, aid unheard. In other words; we want more than another person's

ability to repeat back word-for-word what we said--we want THEM- -their

complete attention!

Turn now to page 44 to find out more about these important attending. skills.
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Effectively attending to another means first physically attending.

You can learn and develop-effective physical attending skills by remem--

bering and practicing five specific behaviors; which spell the word:

F..A..C..E..S

F Face the person squarely,

A. Approach by leaning slightly toward the person,

C Compose yourself in this posture,

E Establish eye contact with the person,

S Space yourself at a proper distance frau the person.

Let's take a closer look at each of these behaviors in greater detail

Turn to page 45.
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Face the other person openly and squarely. This posture demon-

strates involvement with the person=' .nunicating, "I am

available to you." It nonverbaliy eimalicates to the other

person how alert you are and how much interest you have in him

or her. Taming your body away may communicate that you are

withholding part of yourself. Facing the other, person openly

and squarely signals that you are available to listen.

Turn to page 46.
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Approachby leaning slightly towards the person. This is a

non-defensive posture which communicates your willingness to

became involved.. Crossed arms or legs may signal lessened

involvementor perhaps even guardedness or suspicion.

-Slouching, hands bdhind the head, or feet up on your desk

can possible convey boredan or disinterest. Adopting a

posture which positions you in an approaching manner ccamuni-

dates your willingness to be open and involved..

I

Turn to page 47.
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C Compose yourself; relax in this position. Composure is likely

to communicate to the other person that you are "at hone" with

him or her. Adopting the FACES behaviors too rigidly or too

tensely may signal a lack of gentiineness on your part. ToO,

much relaxation can also convey boredom and disinterest.

Turn to page 48.
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Establish eye c:ontact. Many of our feelings are expressed in

the eye contact we have with others. Not only are many feel-

ings concaunicated through "the meeting of our eyes" but
effective eye contact is a simple acknowledgement of each

other's pre.44ence. Eye contact can be ineffective if it is

too prolonged or intense '(a fixed stare) or too short and un-

involved (a blank look); eye contact can becalm too intimidat-

ing if it is used all of the tine or it can signal disinterest

if it is used too infrequently. A balance of all of these

variables, length, intensity, and frequence, is therefore

necessary to establish effective eye contact.

Turn to page 49.
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S Space yourself at a proper distance from the person. The distance

which you establish between yourself and the other person can

signify the degree of "closeness" or intimacy you are intending

to allow. A distance of two to four feet is usually the most

appropriate for camaunication between co-workers. This amount

of space generally camnnicates neither too much intimacy nor

too little involvement Not only is the amount of Space which

you establish between you and the other person important in your

compunication, but the physical objects between you and the

other person are also significant. For example, positioning

yourselves in such a way as to have a desk between you might

inhibit observation of the subtle, nonverbal 'messages being

sent in the communication. Therefore, insuring that "nothing

stands between you and the other person" is both literally and

figuratively. important in your ccemunicating effect4vely with

one another.

Turn to page 50.
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We've covered a lot of material concerning physical attending. Let's

stop here for eminent and check up on what yOu have just learned. Try

this question:

Review Question No. 1:

4

Without turning back to the pages that you have just read,

name 5 specific behaviors which you cart practice to

effectively attend physically to another person while

listening to him or her.

Turn to page 51 for the answers
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F Face the other person openly and squarely.

r-'A Approach by leaning slightly towards the person.

C Compose yourself by relaxing in this posture.

E Establish eye contact with the person.

S Space yourself at an appropriate distance from the person.

If you had trouble remembering any of the behaviors, turn back to

page 44 for more study, and try Review Question No. 1 again. If you were

able to list all of the physical attending behaviors, congratulations!

Now turn'to page 52 and try the second review question.
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Review Question No. 2:

Answer "true" or "false" to the following state men , and then

turn to the page.indicated by your answer.

Without even saying a word, the way in which Ijphysically

attend will communicate how willing I am to available,

to be open and involved, to really listen to the person.

True turn to page 53.

False turn to page 54.
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True. Very good! You have a thorough grasp of the importance o

physical attending and of the specific attending behaviors involved.

You bave learned that the way in which you attend physically canuni-

cates the degree of which you are available for listening. Nc you

are ready to examine another attending skill. Please turn to page 55.

/)
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False. This is the wrong answer; perhaps you didu.'t understand our

question or are still unsure about the physical' attending skills and

their importance in effective listening. Take some time now to go back

to page 44 to review the material on attending and try the review

questions on page 50 and 52 again.



55.

You have seen that physical attending to another sets the stage for

being open and aware to anther's communication: by using. the FACES

behaviors you are mare likely to use all of your senses and abilities to

BEAR. the other's messages. Additionally, use of the physical attending

skills signals to the other person that you are open and available for

listening, therefore encouraging his or her further communicathoa at more

meaningful levels. But there is another attending skill which is needed

to complete the attending picture- -- psychological attending.

Psychological attending means making a conscious decision to give

another our total, undivided listening attention. It means to suspend

judgments and evaluations .of what we see or hear, to resist both personal

and environmental distractions to our listening, and to/concentrate on

all of the massages being sent by the other person. For example, messages

you may receive are the other person's words: but words are often only

the tip of the communications iceberg. Social scientists speculate that

communication is generally accomplished by only 7% verbal messages,

38% paraverbal messages (voice intonations, rhydhms, inflections, etc.)

and 55% nonverbal messages (body postures and gestures). By attending

psychologicallywe are able to concentrate on all of these types of

messages: verbal, nonverbal, and paraverbal.

Turn now' to page.56 to find out more about the kinds of nonverbal and

. paraverbal messages psychological attending helps us to receive and to

derstand.
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In our discussion of the physical at skills, you :d hair

we commicate nonverbally to the perscn to than we are listening. If we

attend psychologically by concentrating on similar nonverbalicues that tie

receive franc another, we can expand our understanding of his or her total
connanicaticn. Let's try an exercise, beginning on the ineit page, that will

cueshow psychological attending to paraverbal Cue will enable us to

receive messages which may be obscured or contradicted by a speaker's words.

Remember that paravexbal nxssages it iolve the way in which another person

speaks to us: his or her voice intonations, inflections, or rhythirs.---Th

illustration will test your ability to psyc.hologi,wuy attend-toparaverbal

cues. Ydu will see how a speaker's tone, rhythm, inflection, and tempo of

speech might became indicators of the speaker's feeling messages. Now turn-.

to pSge 57 to begin the exercise.
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'404001. For our exel cise in psychological attending to paraverbal cues, we will

use these words of a speaker: "I don't care what you do." Try to determine

what the feeling message might be if each word in the sentence is emphasized.

Reading each of the printed statements aloud, emphasizing the underlined word

in each statement, will help you determine the feeling message behind the

words. When you have completed the exercise, turn to page. 58.

Statement

I don't care what you do.

I T care what you do.

I don' t CARE what you do.

I don't care WHAT you do.

I don't care what YOU do.

I don't care what you DO.

I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU DO..

Feeling Message

9
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Statement Feeling Message

I.

I don't care what you do. I personally don't care.

I DON'T care what you do. I really don't care at all.

I don't CARE what you do. Do as you please; don't bother me,

I don' t care WHAT you do. You have complete free choice; do
as you want to.

I don't care what YOU do. I don't care what you do, but I
care about what others do.

I don't care what you DO. It's that you don't do that bligs me.

I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU DO! Just get out of my office right now!

t4&a.turn to page 59 to find out more about the skill of attending psycl-logically.-
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You can see that psychologically attending helps us to tune into the

real messages of another person. By giving our total, undivided attention,

suspending judgments, and resisting personal and environmental distractions,

we become able to concentrate on all of the messages being sent to us by the

other person, whether they are verbal, paraverbal, or nonverbal. You should

realize, however, that sometimes people are very easily seduced or overwhelmed

by the principles of paraverbal and nonverbal communication. This can happen

by placing too much emphaAs on these types of messages inch in so doing, com-

pletely ignore the verbal zssages. Clearly there is daz.:Lar in this practice.

Active listening depends upon you: ability to use all of your listening skills

to discern and process all of the communication being sent to you, not to rely

on your paying attention only to one type of message.

Yoll,./maT be' thinking right now, "I can see how the skills of physical and

psydholOgical attending are important to listening, but haw do I know if I'm

using these skills effectively?"

Well, part of your answer is on the next page, so turn to page 60.
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Very clearly, the success or failure of our attending skills lie in the

permption of the person we are listening to. We may be the most effective

listener in the world, but only if the person to Whcalue are listening feels

that we are indeed. attending to them will our listening be truly effective.

That isn't as difficult as it sounds: there will be clues to help you deter-

ming whether or not the other person perceives that you are attending. A ,

if you are actually physically and psychologically attending, then you will

pick up an these clues and adjust your behaviors accordingly.

Suppose, for example, that another person is talking to you about a pro-

blemheor she is having and suddenly stop6 and says to you:

I can see that you're busy. I'll come back later ...

or,

You haven' t heard a word I've said ;

or,

Never min' d, I'll talk to someone else ...

The.se are pretty good clues that in spite of what you may think about

your atte7iing skills, the other. person doesn't perceive you as attending--

or listening!!

Turn to page 61.
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On the other hand, suppose that the person with the problem says:

Hey, I really appreciate your listening to me ,..

or,

Thanks for taking the time to hear my point of view ...

or,

Yes, that's exactly right ! That's what's buggingmell

These are clues that tell you that the other person does feel as though

you're attending--listening--to him or her. Generally, as you attend to

another and perceive that the communication is closing up, becoming circular,

slowing down, or experiencing resistance, you may use these clues to adjust

your attending behavior. Or, if you pick up clues that tell you that the

other person is becoming freer in his or her communication, opening up, or

exploring feelings more deeply, then you will know that your attending and

listening behaviors are effective.

Let's stop here and check up on what you've learned so far:.turn to page 62

for a review.
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Suppose that your co-worker, Joe, is talking to you about a problem he

has with production deadlines. He sounds angry. Suddenly he stops and

says, "Oh, well, it's, not your problem. I'll see you later," and he leaves

abruptly.. What do you suppose Joe is likely to be thinking as he goes out

the door?

Select either statement "A" or "B" printed below which you think best

answers this question, and then turn to the page indicated. by your

answer.

A. that for same reason I was not interested in hearing

what he had to say....turn to page 63.

B. that I was li'stL-iing but suddenly he figured out a

solution on his cam and wanted to hurry back to put

it into action....turn to page 64.
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A That's right! Although he didn't openly express his thoughts,

his behavior (changing the subject and abruptly leaving) is a

good clue that, in his perception, you did not seem interested

in his problem. You have very accurately grasped the important

concept that attending, or nonverbal canmunication, is best

assessed fram the point of view of its receiver.

Now turn to page 65 f)r another review exercise,
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B aesibly, but ullikely. If you had been carefully attending

Joe Ind suddenly realized how he could solve his problem, he would

probably have reacted much differently. He might have shown

excitement and told you he just thought of a solution. He might

"Lave thanked you for listening and perhaps discussed his ideas

for solving his problem. His words ("it's not your problem") and

his behavior (changing the subject and leaving abruptly) seemed

to be his indirect way of communicating to you that he felt

put-down and unheard. In other words, Joe rovided you clUes

that, in his perception, you did not ap ar interested in his

problem or in listening to him.

Perhaps it would be. a good idea for you to study this section again. Turn

back to page 60 and reread the material presented on the clues others give

us crncerriing our listening effectiveness, and-then try the exercise on

page 62 again.
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Here's another exercise for a review of the principle that physical

and psychological attending can provide elms which will tell us htiw

effectively_we are listening. Read each et: m-rsatic..1 carefully and then

Lei.: if you can determine if Jim is listening effectively. What clues are

present to Lidicate Jim's listening effectiveness?

Illustratioa No. 1:

Melissa (Visibly upset):

Jim:

I think that I really messed up that job

interview...I just. can't afford to miss

getting it...what am I doing wrong,/anyway?

Well, things may be bad-dow, but they'll get

better. I should knowI've had 'that-probletn

before, too..

Melissa: But I haven't had a good interview in two

months! I'm getting nowhere fast!

Is Jim' s listening effective or ineffective? What clues does

Melissa provide us '(and Jim)? aim to page 66 to compare your

answers with ours.
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You wai have noticed that Jim was)arying the support and reassurance

approach to listening and that he was NOT being particularly helpful to

Melissa. We can tell that Jim was not listening to Melissa by the clues

she gave `him. Her use of the word "but" communicated resistance to Jim,

as if she were saying, "but you don't understand how I'm feeling about

this..." Also, her statement that she was getting nowhere fast might well

apply to her conversation with Jim since, in a seme, their discussion

\L
was going nowhere! If Jim would now practice effective attending skills

and could become an astute obserwx nf the clue MeliSsa is offering him,

he might turn the direction of their conversation from beComing inereas-

t7,

ingly closed to becoming more open and more meaningful. Jim could respond

to Melissa by saying, "yuu sound really discouraged about finding a job you

wont and you seem confused about haw to do it." This kind of response would

comMunicate to Melissa that Jim is pa attention to her -understanding

her, and listening to her! She might then begin to explore her problem more

deeply with Jhn, and therefore set the stage for its resolution.

Well, did your answer pretty much match ours? If not, go back to the

illustration L4-i. page 65 to se where and how you differed-before continuing

on with the program. If your answer was similar to ours -- congratulations!

Turn now to page 67 for another exercise.
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Mary (nervously) :

Jim:

67

I juL.:. don't know what I'm going to do with

lat secretary. Every time this week that

ve asked her to do something, she's snapped

at me.

You're really having problem with her. I can

see that this is worrying you, and you just

don't know what to do about it.

Mary: That's right! I don't know what's bothering her.

It's reallfaiscouraging not to know what's

causing her to act like that.

Mary (thoughtfully): Yes, I haven't talked with her about it, either...

haven't really looked beyond my, deadlines. Maybe

if I speak with her I can find out what's been

bugging her. Hey, thanks for listening...

Is Jim's listening effective or ineffective? what clues does

Mary provide (and Jim)? Turn to page 68 to compare your

answers with ours.
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You were probably able to tell that Jim's listening in this case was

very effective. One of the clues he bad from Mary to assess his listening

was her willingness to explore her problem. When she said, "That's right,"

she gave :Jim an excellent clue that he was right on track with his attending

and listening behaviors. The icing on the cake was her final comment,

"Thanks for listening..." Jim must have known that Mary really felt listen-

ed to by him.

Perhaps you observed that Jim's effective listening did not mean that

he was passive or silent Instead, he was -very active in his listening.

You may have also noticed that: in this illu.stration Jim used none of the

five traditional approaches to listening. Instead he identified her feel-

\ ings and non-judgrentally communicated to her his understanding of her

messages. In-each case his response encossged her to open the lines of

communication between them. This kind of response in listening we call

"empathic' responding."

Turn now to page 69 to learn more about empathic responding.
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So far you have learned that a good listener is a e.....mt.7._rc:ve listener.

The perceptive listen= uses all of his or her senses, abilities, and skills

in physically and psychologically attendi,w, in order to understand the total

message of the other person. But effective listening requires the trans-

s

lat' of these perceptions into action. The effP,...tioa listener is a doer,

not a p
/

sive or silent partner; the effective listener is an ACTIVE IJSITIETU

Empathic responding is an extremely effective way to translate listening

perceptions into action which, in turn, will encourage more open and meaning-
,

54 communication. Empathic responding means to accurately understand all of

the messages being communicated (verbal, paraverbal, and nonverbal), to

identify the 'feelings communicated with on-behind the messages, and then to

convey bothacteptande:aid'underatanding of those messages to the other

person. Empathic responding turns percept listening into helpful and

productive listening.

Now turn to page 70 for a review.
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Let's stop at .this point to check your understanding of empathic

responding. AnsWer "t rue" or "False" to the following statement:

If a person is eXtremelyPffeCtive in empathic. responding,

then he or she doesn't need many attending skills.

turn. to page 71.

False turn to page 72.

e,
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True. No, you are incorrect. &nether that empathic responding depends

upon effective attending skills. Our being able to physically and psychol-

ogically attend to another in our listening makes it possible to perceive

all of the messages being communicated. It would be quite impossible for

us to effectively respond to our perceptions without a solid base upon, which

to develop those understandings. Attending skills give us that solid base

fcm effective empathic responding. Go back now to the question on page 70

and try the other answer.
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False. Very good! You are correct. You have quickly understood that

being able to empathically respond depends upon our ability to attend

effectively to the other person. Effective attending behavior comes first;

only then are we able to formulate our understanding of the message,

ideuolJi the feelings that are conveyed with or behind that nessage, and

meathically respond to the other person.

:2

You may be wondering at this po t, "I know how to put myself into

a position where I can receive all o. messages - -I need to attend

physically and psychologically. I know how to tell if I an being effective

in my listening--I. can attend to the clues. But how can I fonmulate accu-

rate understandings, identify feelings, and make up empathic responses?"

Turn to page 73 and find oatll
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Your ability to develop accurate understandings and to identify feelings

that a person has about a problem depends upon your ability to be EMPATHIC.

Empathy maybe defined as the ability to understand an idea, a concept, a

situation, or a feeling from another person's viewpoint. Being empathic

means to became aware of what it's like to be in another person's shoes, to

feel as he or she is feeling. Instead of using spare thought time to think

up ways to counter another's message with an argument or to pepper him or her

with questions, you can develop empathy by asking yourself questionc while

you attend and listen to another. These kind of empathy questions may be:

What do I think the other person is sensing or thinking?

What do I think the other person is feeling?

What clues is the other person giving me?

What would it feel like to be the other person right now?

If, by using empathy skills, you are able to identify the feeling intent

bf41;nd the other person's cannnicaticr.', you can build upon that to further

the communication between you. Empathy skills will communicate both accep-

tance and understanding to the other person and will encourage him or her to

explore or focus on feelings, look at the problem in new ways, and discover

workable resolutions for the problem.

Sounds terrific---right? Turn now to page 74 to learn how you can develop

these magical empathy skill's 7/
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Youlve
Probably

already guessed by rior....412Et-LIIa_tzig.0tor
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Let's start with learning to identify the feelings that may or may

not be clearly stated by the other person. Read each statement printed

below and then try to identify the feelings which are expressed. When

you have studied each of the four statements, turn to page. 76 to compare

your answers with. ours.

A. "My boss told me today that I've done better work than she

thought possible. I knew that I could do it if I worked

hard-,and it really paid off!"

B. "No one in the office likes me...it seems that no matter

what I do or how hard I try, I can't please anybody. Why

do they have to be so mean?"

C. "I've'been here eight months. now and I haven't gotten

a raise...John came here the same time I did and he was

Tromoted two months ago."

D. "I can't believe it! The shop got every order out on

timeand even got tomorrow's shipment started before

quitting time!"

Now turn to page 76 to compare your answers With ours.
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Statement A: boss told me today that I've done better work than she

thought possible. I knew I could do it if I worked hard--and

it really paid off!"

Feeling...: happiness, excitement, joy: any of these feelings, or

others like then would be accurate.

Statement B: "No one in the office likes me...it seems that no matter what

I do or how hard I try, I can't please anybody. Taw do they

have to be so mean?"

Feelings: sadness, isolation, loneliness, discouragement, confusion:

any of these feelings, or others like them, would be

accurate.

"latement C: "I've been here eight months now and I haven't gatten a raise...

John came here the same time I did and he was promoted two

months ago."

Feelings: confusion, impatience, irritation, anger, resentment-

any of these feelings, or others like them, would be

accurate.

Statement :D: "I can't believe,itl The shop got every order out on tine- -

and even got tomorrow's order started before quitting timer

Feelings: surprise, delight, happiness, excitement: any of these

feelings, or others like then, woUd be accurate.

How did you do? Did your answers compare favorablywith,ours? Just to make sure

that you are proficient in identifying the feelings expressed, by another person,

try a similar exercise, beginning on the next page.
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Listed below are four more feeling statements: read each statement

carefully and once again try to identify the specific feeling being ex-

pressed. Then turn to page 78 to compare your answers with ours.

A. "Bob just turned his back on me...I really thought that my

idea was a good one, but he ust walked out..."

B. "I know that I shouldn't have trusted the report to that

secretary. She always messes things up."

"Production adopted my idea!! I thought that I would have

to fight them tooth and nail .. but I didn't--they just

accepted it!"

D. "I haven't hea. I from anyone .abou that job interview I had

last week...I think that I did. 11 and I know I answered

his questions...but I just haven' heard."

Now turn to page 78 to compare your answers with airs.
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Statement A: "Bob just turned his back on me...I really thought that my idea

was a good one, but he just walked out..."

Feelings: confused, angry, troubled, irritated, sore: any of

these feelings, or others like them, would be accurate.

Statement B: "I know that I shouldn't have trusted the repOrt to that

secretary. She aIWays messes thingsup."''

Feelings: angry, suspicious:Mistrustful, disgusted, fed up: any

of these feelings, or other like them, would be

//
accurate.

- -
,/

S:.:at:ement C: "Production adopted my idea! I thought that I would have to

fight them tooth and nail...but I'didn't--they just accepted it!"

Feelings: elated, deli tea, surprised, excited: any of these

/-
feelings, o like them, would be accurate.

Statement D: "I haven't heard fro,.: anyone about that job interview I had

last week...I think that I did well and I know that I ans4vered

his questionsbut I just haven't heard."

Feelings: confused but soMewhat confident, uncertain but hopeful:

any of these feelings, or others like them, would be

accurate.

If you had trouble in identifying any of the feelings expressed by these state-

ments, stop now and turn back to page 77 for more study. If not...congratula-

tions! Turn now to page 79 for more exercises which will help you develop your

empathic responding skills.
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You'll remember that an accurate understanding of anther's feelings

about a problem (empathy) is insufficient by itself in active listening. We

need to translate that understanding into action: we need to communicate

both acceptance and understanding to the other person by using the skill of

empathic responding.

Empathic responcling does not involve the giving of advice, evaluations,

arguments, or the asking of questions. By using non-judgmen responses

while we actively listen to another we camnunicate acceptance. Ey, making

our responses based on an accurate identification of the other person's feel-,

ings we communicate understanding. And, by ccumunicating to the other person

that we are acceptant and understandingthat we are LISTENINGwe encourage

more open and more meaningful cammaication.

One relatively simple way to respond eMpathically is to use the following

sentence outline: You feel. \ because

This kind of statement cammunicates acceptance'because it does not evaluate,

give advice, or present arguments. This type of response outline also cammunic-

ates to the other person that you. have identified the feelings associated with

the problemand that heOr she was.beingtheardl:
I

outline lays the groundwork for the other person

communication at deeper, murermamiiitfullzvels.

Finally, this type of response

to open up the lines of

IMmrtian to page 80 to learn more about empathic responding using this basic-

sentence outline.
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Let's see haw this basic respo9se outline (you feel

because

statements presented so far:

would work in one of the examples of feeling

Statement: , No one in this office likes me...it seems that no matter
r

what I do I can't please anybody. Why do they have to be

so mean?

Respodhe:_ You feel really down because people aren't friendly to you.

You may have noticed that the simple, basic response.outline did not merely

parrot or paraphrase the feeling statement. The response ommUnicated, an

acceptance and an understanding of feelings which were scuewhat below the

surface of the original statement.

Now turn to page 81 for an exercise in formulating empathic responses:
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Printed below is a feeling statement which we've used before in the

.program, followed by two possible responses. Choose the response which

is most appropriate for empathic responding and turn to the page indicated

to see hoer you did.

Statement: I know that .I shouldn't have trusted the report to

that secretary. She always messes things up.

Response A. You feel fed up with your secretary because you

think she does sloppy work. Turn to page. 82.

Response B I know how you feel. I had a secretary like that

once. Turn to page 83.
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Response A. Very good! You correctly identified that this response

cccapinicates an understanding of the feelings which underlie the words

of the statement in a non-judgmental way.

Now turn to page 84 for another practice exercise' in empathic responding.,
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Response B. This is incorrect since the response does not communicate

any identification of the feelings expressed--it merely states, "I know

how you feel." In effect, all this response offers is some support; it

conveys very little understanding: Additionally, this response moves the

focus'of the conversation away from the person who has the problem, thereby

giving1Tim or her little opportunity to explore the problem or ultimately

resolve it. Go back to the question of page 81 and try the other answer.
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Let's try 'another exercise in empathic responding. Read tbe following

statement. printed belcw and choose the response which you think is the most

appropriate for empathic respcnding. Then, turn to the page indicated to see
how your answer compares with ours.

Statement- 'My boss told me today that I've done better work than

she_ever-thought-,possible. I knew I could do it. if I

worked hard--and it really paid off l"

Response A. "You feel confused because your bosh praised your work

and you didn't think it wa.s possible." Turn to the

top of page 85.

Response B. "Great! You're really on top of the world today!" Turn

to the bottom of page 85.

Response C. "See, you feel great now--you'should do that kind of

work all of the time." Turn to page 86.
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. Response44 No, this is inoorrect. You picked up aci the use of the basic

empathic response outline (you feel because

) but the identification of feelings was inaccurate.

The feeling statement communicated very little, if any, confusion. Effec-

tive empathic responses must be based on accurate understandings, regardless

.of the structure used in the response. Go back to the question on page 84

and try another answer.

Response B. Terrific! Your understanding of empathic-responding has

grown to the-extent that you are now able to free yourself.fram the basic

outline of the response (you feel

because ). You now understand that aO'.1ong as a

response conveys both acceptance and understanding it is an.empathic

response, regardless of the structure used.

Now turn to page 87 for additional,practice.
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Response C. Well, this response did use the basic empathic' responding

outline (you feel beeatiqe

and it did correctly identity the feeling expressed in the first state-

.- went. This is an incorrect answer, however, since this response also
included advice C'You should-do that kind of work all of the time").

l

Advice-giving does not often cartnunicate acwptance or genuine under-_

standihg .in effective, active listening.

Go back to the question on page 84 and try another answer.
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Try one more exercise in empathic. responding. Printed below are four

statements: try to identify the feelings being expressed and then formulate

an empathic-response, using whatever structure you wish, but which. comma-

cates both acceptance and understanding. Then compare your empathic response

to ours on page 88.

Statement A: "These staff meetings area waste of timer We're supposed to

exchange ideas, but the chairman never listens to us 1"

Statement B: "I'Jm not sure, but I .think that my boss isn't too happy with

my work...do. you think that I should go to see him about it?"

,1

Statement C: "My sales are way down from last quarter, but I'm seeing more

people than ever...I haven't changed a thing in my approach,

but I'm just not getting anyWhere."

Statement D: "That new idea really turned everything around -:-I just

couldn' t imagine how such a simple thing like- that cc uld

'broke such a terrific differenoer

Now turn to page 88 to see how your empathic responses compare with, ours.
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Statement A: "These staff meetings are a waste of tune! We're supposed to

exchange ideas, but ,the chairman never listens to us!"

Response: "You're irritated because the chairman completely dOmi=

nates the meetings and doesn't ask for or accept your

ideas."

Statement "I'm not sure, but I think that my boss isn't too:happy with my

-,--work...do you. tiiinkthat I should go see him about it?"

Re.5onse: "It sounds Like you're worried about- his' opinion'

and a little nervous about finding out."

1Statement .C: "My sales are way from last quarter, butI'm seeing more

people than. ever. .I haven't changed a4hing in my approach, '

but 'm just not tting anYwhere." \

Response: "Nhat _you' done_all _along_ doesn't_ seem-to -be-working

anymore and you don't know where to go o'frcm here."

Statement D "That new idea really turned everything around--I just couldn't

imagine how such a simple thing like that could make such a

terrific difference!"

Response "You're really delighted about the way things have worked out! ".

If you had difficulty n formulating empathic responses that were fairly similar

to ours, perhaps you Should go back to page 79 for more practice: If not,

terrific! Now please turn to page 89 for the conclusion.of this section.
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In this section on active listening you have learned how important

effective listening skills are in the world of vatic. You've been in-

troth:iced to th_2...n<iples of attending and enipathic responding, which

are,essential to the effective reception of communication, ..and have

received- opportunities to practice these skills. When you are able to

establish genuine and empathic carmunication by active listening to another,

the person to wham you are listening is more likely to explore and share .

his or her feelings at deeper levels. In other words, the behaviors arid
\

a skills of active listening e conducive to establishing more open, meaning-

ful, and tirustful coimiunica ions-.

1

Before continuing on to Book II of this program dealing with assertive
\ .

itransactions the effective seric_of corrmunication), 'you, may want to do
Imore exercises in active. listening. \The recorded audio cassette'' tape,

\
which accompanies this program, will provide additional work:in the skills

of attending and empathic responding. 'The instructions for the use of the

program and on the cassette tapetape may be found at the beginning of

itself.


